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Are you ready to pump out blog posts that rank faster, generate more traffic and bring you
more sales & ad revenue?
 
In this short worksheet, I’ll walk you through 3 most popular and result-driven blog post
formats that every blogger should use.
 
Ready to dive in?
 
Let’s start!

https://masterblogging.com/get-traffic-from-quora/


CONTENT TYPES
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These are tutorial type articles where you show readers how to get something done.
 
For Example: How to Get Traffic from Quora.
 
This type of articles establish your authority and expertise in front of your audience.

1. How-To Posts

How to Get Traffic from Quora.

2. Listicles or List Based Posts
These are list type articles that help readers discover or know about certain things about a
topic. It can be a list of tech, tools or tips.
 
Unlike how-to posts, listicles aren’t in depth and only cover the topics in a shallow manner.
 
For Example: 10 Best Keyword Research Tools.
 
This type of articles help you save time (because they aren’t in depth topic) and easy to
digest by your readers and mammoth lists get more social shares & links.

10 Best Keyword Research Tools.

Must Read: How To Write List Posts That Get Thousands of VisitorsHow To Write List Posts That Get Thousands of Visitors

https://masterblogging.com/get-traffic-from-quora/
https://masterblogging.com/best-keyword-research-tools/
https://masterblogging.com/list-posts/
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3. Review Posts
These are your main money posts. Reviews are when you introduce your readers with a
tool or service. You can then use your affiliate links to get paid after someone clicks on
your link to buy that product (after reading your review).
 
For Example: SEMrush Review & Tutorial: How To Dominate Your Niche In Search Rankings
 
Review articles get the least social shares or rare backlinks but these are the ones that help
you generate the bulk of your blogging income.

SEMrush Review & Tutorial: How To Dominate Your Niche In Search Rankings

I hope you have a brief idea about each blog post format.
 
To help you further with getting started writing stellar content, here are 3 content templates
covering the above formats.
 
They’re just plug and play (insert your content in the respective field and they’re good to go!)

PRO TIP
Not all posts fall into one of these categories. Like sometimes, for a review post you
might want to write a mini tutorial style article that wouldn’t look like a full-fledged review.
Or, in a list article, you might want to include mini-reviews of each products listed in the
list. So, don’t hesitate to mix these content templates to create your own formats

Have a healthy mixture of these post format to make your blog engaging. Having only
one style of post can make it monotonous and not create a good impression for
someone who visits it newly.

Now, it's time for Content Templates!

https://masterblogging.com/semrush-review/
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1 How-to Style Posts

INTRODUCTION
Keep it short

Open with empathy, tell the users that you understand their problem/pain

Close the intro with a promise that you will solve their problems (with the article). This will

help you to draw them to the next section.

MAIN BODY CONTENT
Use well-formatted content to write yout how to post/tutorial

Use H2 and H3 tags to break your content into sections.

Add lots of screenshots and list based steps to do something

Feel free to link to other blogs/internal links etc

You can add affiliate links (don’t hard sell) for tools you mention to be used in that tutorial.

CONCLUSION
Keep it short and provide a quick summary of the whole tutorial

Give an assurance to the reader that they can do it (adds a layer of confidence in their mind).

Add your CTA (call to action) if applicable

Encourage readers to take action, comment their opinions or share your article on social

media.
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2 List Style Posts

INTRODUCTION
Keep it short

Open with empathy, tell the users that you understand their problem/pain

Close the intro with a promise that you will solve their problems (with the article). This will

help you to draw them to the next section.

MAIN BODY CONTENT

Add each tool or list item as a separate heading (preferably a H2 or H3)

Write a bit about that item (use images)

Add personal experiences to boost credibility 

List the pros and cons (if it is a tool) after the quick introduction

Menton free alternatives (of the tools) so that you don’t come across as hard selling

Make sure to link to additional resources/reviews you have based on your blog on that

particular topic

Use a call to action (a button or link with your affiliate link for that particular product) 

Use a table of contents section before beginning the list for users to jump to specific tools

(provides good UX).

CONCLUSION
End with choosing the best pick or editors’ pick (for those who still haven't clicked your links

and need an extra tip to buy).

Final CTA

Encourage to engage in conversation in the comments section
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3 Review Posts

INTRODUCTION
Start with a friendly tone reminding them with their pain points (for example, Do you ever

feel like finding the right keyword is next to impossible)

Tell them you’ve been there too (to assure they’re not alone and make them more relatable)

Assure them that the problem is over, you’ve a solution (your product) that will help them

solve the issue.

MAIN BODY CONTENT

Introduce the product

Review the product in detail exploring all of its features, pricing, support

Remember people don’t buy features, they buy solutions so focus on how each feature can

solve their issues

Use screenshots, quotes from other users or experts (in your industry) who speak good

about that product

Don’t try to write all good, people are smarter than you think they are. Try to be as original

as you can be

Don’t be afraid to mention who the product is for and who it is not for (this will increase

sales and your credibility)

Write a pros and cons section

A CTA with your affiliate link

CONCLUSION
Be real and give an honest conclusion

You can give a few other options for those who might still not want to buy that

As usual, encourage users to comment their views



THAT'S IT!
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I hope you enjoyed reading this worksheet.
 
For any question, feel free to join Master Blogging Facebook Community at
MasterBlogging.com/community
 
I personally answer most of the questions there, share a lot of valuable Blogging and Affiliate
Marketing tips that you don’t wanna miss. See you inside! ;)
 
If you have question, you can always reach out to me at ankit@masterblogging.com
 
Cheers!

MasterBlogging.com/community

https://masterblogging.com/community

